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Grant Overview: 

 

The Marine Beaches project aims to advance the understanding of bacterial outbreak at high 

recreational use beaches in Rhode Island to improve public health and provide a model for future 

locations in the Narragansett Bay watershed. This aligns with the importance of water quality 

assessment provided in Chapter 23 of the 2017 State of Narragansett Bay and its Watershed 

Technical Report (2017 Bay Report), which identifies historic and continuing health risks at the 

bay’s marine beaches. This project addresses five of the six research needs established in Chapter 

23, which will result in three deliverables: (1) Quality Assurance Project Plan, (2) Microbial 

Source Tracking, and (3) two case studies performed sequentially, first at Oakland Beach in 

Warwick, then at Easton’s Beach in Newport. The output will be case studies examining two 

beaches with long records of water quality impairment, and the outcome will be a template for 

additional scientific research to understand and improve water quality at beaches throughout 

Narragansett Bay watersheds. The project aims to employ new tools to improve our understanding 

of marine beach water quality status and trends to enhance our ability to manage and find remedies.  

 

This project work was funded by an agreement (CE00A0004) awarded by the Environmental 

Protection Agency to the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control Commission on behalf 

of the Narragansett Bay Estuary Program. Although the information in this document has been 

funded wholly or in part by the United States Environmental Protection Agency under agreement 

CE00A0004 to NEIWPCC, it has not undergone the Agency’s publications review process and 

therefore, may not necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no official endorsement should 

be inferred. The viewpoints expressed here do not necessarily represent those of the NBEP, 

NEIWPCC, or U.S. EPA nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or causes 

constitute endorsement or recommendation for use. 

 

Expected Impact: 

 

The benefits of this project will be improved insight into over 15+ years of microbiology datasets 

of enterococci levels at high usage recreational areas along with relationships of bacterial counts 

and antecedent rain using advanced statistical analysis software developed and supported by the 

US EPA. This will allow for improved management at high-risk beaches and advance the 

understanding of the impact of recent management actions to reduce pollution.  


